ShowMe Barcode
The real-time, fully integrated
IBM i barcoding solution with
professional printing, scanning
and wireless transactions

Built on ShowMe+ technology
ShowMe Barcode provides a realtime access and visibility to your
warehouse and operations.

Successful business employ barcoding within all
aspects of their operation. ShowMe Barcode
enables so much, from tracking work in progress,
directing shipments to identifying appropriate parts,
material & document control. The benefits that
ShowMe Barcode brings including accurate
information, real-time visibility and a highly efficient
work force are clear:
-

Support operation quality with improved
accuracy of 99+% achievable
Remove manual errors and associated time
and labour to resolve them
Free up workers and reduce the associated
required paperwork
Enjoy better data collation and automation
with real-time visibility

“

We do many thousands of scans per day and
Utilities 400 were brilliant in supporting our
vision for a real-time scanning process. Now,
through implementing ShowMe Barcode, we’ve
gained the ability to validate at point of source.
This has dramatically improved the process
through a real-time production tracking system
with better quality control and accuracy
Paul Medforth | IT Manager | Dewhirst Group

Create your own custom barcode programs or enjoy
fully realised turnkey solution.
ShowMe Barcode helps companies running on IBM i, integrate barcode
solutions to streamline their operations while increasing efficiency,
improving productivity, and driving down costs. From custom barcode
forms, labels and applications to real-time, validated transactions with
your IBM i enterprise, no other platform offers more..
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Integrating ShowMe Barcode with
real time optical barcode scanners
and your IBM i enterprise ensure
your inventory is constantly updated
in real time with complete visibility

Using the latest in internet and browser technologies,
ShowMe+ is as develop once, deploy anywhere solution
to enable you to bring state-of-the-art applications for
multiple devices, quickly.
Create and deploy secure business portals for your
clients, partners and suppliers to have access and act on
information prevalent to them. ShowMe+ provides bestin-class presentation of data with log-in dependent
display environment.
ShowMe Barcode provides real-time ‘mission control’
view of operation as well as giving real-time Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s) to those who need it. On
production/warehouse wall to mobile device ShowMe
can provide the answers.
With ShowMe Barcode you can enjoy an inventory
accuracy of 99.9% while simultaneously improving
efficiencies and visibility.

Discover trends and understand behaviour through
ShowMe TurboCube technology – our native and realtime IBM i OLAP cube engine that will allow you to ‘slice
and dice’ information to compare and contrast multiple
views with just a click of a button. Need to export results
to Excel no problem, done at a click of a button.
Security is built into ShowMe Barcode. Use your one
secure sign on for all your applications and advanced
filtering means that you’ll only have access to the data
you require. ShowMe Barcode makes use of your Active
Directory signatures.
ShowMe Barcode enjoys its own built-in drag-and-drop
design studio that allows you add you own graphics and
processes to build your own barcode applications
WITHOUT any HTML knowledge.
Only one single Enterprise license is required for ALL
applications deployed through ShowMe Barcode (note,
check for ERP licensing restrictions).
The team at Utilities 400 are experienced in putting
together tailored barcode solutions for different process
needs. From KANBAN processes to a simple picking
solution, a tailored ShowMe Barcode solution can help
boost your stock accuracies and production productivity.

Using ShowMe barcode applications provides business
the opportunity to reduce errors and make huge gains in
efficiency. ShowMe Barcode works in parallel with your
ERP providing appropriate information and instruction to
the barcode operative while providing fully validated, live
reading and writing to your IBM i.
.
Eliminate maintenance and software support. Build your
own bespoke barcode applications and remove the need
to pay maintenance for software you no longer need.

“

From barcode creation to scanning, ShowMe
Barcode is the real-time, turn-key solution for the
IBM i enterprise looking to improve accuracy and
productivity....
Paul Medforth | IT Manager | Dewhirst Group

ShowMe Barcode can reduce errors
and improve accuracy through its
real-time process control and
analytics.

Learn about more IBM i solutions from
the Utilities 400 enterprise suite.

Utilities 400 specialise in developing and delivering
high quality applications for users of the IBM i
platform anywhere in the world.
ShowMe Barcode is just one of the many solutions
within their enterprise solution suite.

For more information on our integration, intelligence
and application development solutions, please
contact our partner network or Utilities 400 direct.

Utilities 400 [Head Office]
Churchgate House, Churchgate
Bolton, Lancashire,
United Kingdom BL1 1HS
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+44 (0) 1204 388 883
info@uti400.com
support@uti400.com
@Utilities400
www.utilities400.com

